INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
ATTENTION INSTALLER (if other than the owner): Please
forward this instruction sheet to the purchaser of this
product. These instructions contain valuable information
necessary to the end user.
INTRODUCTION: These instructions describe the
procedure for properly installing Seat Rain Covers on
Drag Specialties and Z1R seats. Review these instructions
carefully before beginning, as they contain important
information. Please retain them for future reference.

SEAT RAIN COVERS
INSTALLATION OF SEAT COVERS (e. and f.)
1. Fold pad forward so the pouch is facing up. In most cases
the bar pad should be pulled up, allowing the pad to fold
forward with minimal pressure on the seat.
2. Unzip the pouch and position cover and pad over seat.
NOTE: Make sure the LeMans label faces the rear of the seat.
If it faces the front, unsnap the cover from inside the pouch,
turn cover so label faces rear and re-snap the cover inside
the pouch.

Particularly important information is distinguished in these
instructions by the following notations:

3. Tuck the cover around the front and rear of the seat while
gently pulling down on the sides.

NOTE: A NOTE provides key information to make the
procedures easier or clearer.

SECURING COVER
4. The cover has an elastic
loop on each side. Cut the
4’ length of the nylon cord
into two 2’ lengths. Fold a
2’ piece in half and thread
the two ends through the
barrel lock, creating one
large loop.

CAUTION: A CAUTION indicates special procedures that
must to be followed to avoid damage to the motorcycle
and/or accessories.
WARNING!: A WARNING indicates special procedures that
must be followed to avoid injury to a motorcycle operator
or person inspecting or repairing the motorcycle.
OVERVIEW
These seat covers were developed to extend the life of
your seat by keeping it dry and minimizing the exposure to
the elements. Covers are available for all styles and seat
combinations. All covers are designed to be used with or
without driver backrests.
APPLICATIONS
a. 0821-1174, fits all Solo front seats with or without backrest.
b. 0821-1175, fits all 1-up Predator and Spoon style seats.
c. 0821-1176, fits all 2-up Predator or Solo front seats with a 		
passenger seat.
d. 0821-1177, fits all dual backrest Touring seats.
e. 0822-0156 and 0822-0251, pad and pouch combinations
with internal rain cover for Touring seats using the
EZ Glide I mechanism.
f. 0822-0157, 0822-0252, 0822-0165, 0822-0166 and
0822-0167, pad and pouch combinations with internal rain
cover for Touring seats or Solo seats (front and rear) using
the EZ Glide II mechanism.
HARDWARE KIT
1 - 4’ length of 3/32” nylon cord
2 - cord locks
NOTE: This is a universal cover, so fitment may vary.
INSTALLATION OF SEAT COVERS (a. THROUGH d.)
NOTE: If you are using a driver or passenger backrest, fold it
forward at this time.

Fig. A

5. Thread the folded end of
the cord through the elastic
loop and thread the barrel
lock end through the cord
loop. See Fig. A. Repeat
this step for the other side.
NOTE: You can change
the length by moving the
barrel lock.
6. Locate a mounting point
on the bike to fasten the
loop and secure the cover.
Perform this step on both
sides. The mounting point
may be a foot peg, head
of a bolt or part of the
frame. Fig. B.

Fig. B

WARNING: Do not fasten the
cord to hot parts or moving
parts.
CAUTION: Do not over-tighten
the cord, just remove any
slack.
CAUTION: Clean with mild
soap and warm water. Always
air dry prior to storage.

1. Position the cover over seat so the LeMans label is toward
the rear of the seat. Tuck the cover around the front and rear
of the seat while gently pulling down on the sides.
2. Proceed to securing cover.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

SEAT RAIN COVERS (CONT)

PLEASE READ:
IMPORTANT WARRANTY INFORMATION!
THIS WARRANTY APPLIES ONLY TO THE PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED BY LEMANS SEAT COMPANY.
A) LeMans Seat Company warrants that this product is free from defects in materials or workmanship under normal use and
service for a term of one year from the date of purchase.
B) LeMans Seat Company’s sole obligation under this warranty shall be, at its option, to repair or replace this product
without charge.
C) LeMans Seat Company shall not be liable under this warranty if this product has been misused, abused, altered, repaired
without authorization or damaged by exposure to gasoline, brake fluid or harmful solvents.
D) This warranty extends only to the original purchaser, and all rights are solely those of the original purchaser and are
non-transferable to subsequent owners.
E) Proof-of-purchase must accompany any returned products.
F) The above warranty is in lieu of any other warranty, whether expressed, implied or statutory including, but not limited to
any warranty for fitness of purpose, merchantability, or freedom from infringement or the like, and any warranty otherwise
arising out of any proposal, specifications or sample. LeMans Seat Company neither assumes nor authorizes any person
to assume for it any other liability.
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